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START THE CONSTITUENT 
RELATIONSHIP OFF RIGHT
Your agency’s mission has an ongoing objective to serve constituents and prevent those 
most in need of services from falling through the cracks or becoming disenfranchised. A 
citizen’s initial interaction with your agency sets the stage for either positive engagement or 
a poor, frustrating experience. 

All government processes start with a request — whether it’s processing applications for 
public assistance, a vehicle title or a driver’s license — and a one-size-fits-all approach 
doesn’t work effectively. 

While younger generations expect the same digital and mobile convenience from your 
agency that they enjoy in other areas of their lives, older citizens might prefer more 
traditional methods of communication such as paper, phone and fax. Your agency is held 
to the highest of standards in serving constituents with a wide range of communication 
needs and preferences, all in the face of shrinking budgets and legacy systems that create 
information silos.

Success lies in taking advantage of automation and digital capabilities. Tools like mobile-
enabled processing, electronic capture, and automated workflow can free up employees’ 
time to focus on what matters: serving constituents' real needs.

COST AND BUDGET 
PRESSURES

38%

are the primary drivers of digital 
transformation in government.i

CUSTOMER/  
CITIZEN DEMANDS

37%
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ii Deloitte University Press, The Journey to Government’s Digital 
Transformation, 2015
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ii Pew Research Center, U.S. Smartphone Use, 2020

ENGAGE WITH CONSTITUENTS VIA 
THEIR PREFERRED METHOD
Who does your agency serve, and how do you serve them? These questions are likely at 
the heart of your mission of engaging constituents. You may focus more intensely on a sub-
group of citizens who are most in need of your services, or your agency may have a mandate 
to serve all and all alike. 

Regardless of who you serve and why, your goal for the “how” should be the same: serve 
your constituents in a way that’s as efficient, flexible and seamless as possible. And nowhere 
is that goal more important than in the initial program application phase.

Consider these facts: nearly two-thirds of Americans own smartphones, according to a Pew 
Research Center study.ii This implies that your agency must go mobile to meet constituents 
on their terms. Yet many adults still use and love non-digital channels. Digital equity means 
your agency must be ready, willing and able to enroll and communicate with all constituents 
in the manner that’s most comfortable and convenient for them.

Unlike the private sector which can mandate paper, digital or another application method, 
government is uniquely situated in serving six different generations of constituents with 
differing digital preferences and capabilities. What makes a great citizen experience will vary 
widely among the population.
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MAXIMIZE YOUR TECHNOLOGY 
INVESTMENT
Many government agencies use multiple core, legacy platforms to deliver a consistent 
constituent experience, but these outdated and disconnected platforms just can’t keep up.

Perfecting the application experience requires more than just rethinking your internal 
processes. In order to succeed, your underlying technology must support continued 
innovation of front and back office processes. Improving these processes makes it possible 
to provide the experiences your constituents want. In addition to enabling agency process 
improvements, the solution you choose must have the flexibility to integrate seamlessly with 
existing systems of record.

According to a Center for Digital Government 
report, 42% of states spend more than 1/4 of 

their budgets on legacy system maintenance.iii

OF STATES

42%

iii Center for Digital Government, Keeping Pace with 
Modernization in the Age of Rapid Obsolescence, 2019
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EIGHT WAYS TO ENHANCE YOUR 
AGENCY’S CURRENT CONSTITUENT 
APPLICATION CAPABILITIES
How do your current constituent application processes compare to public sector benchmarks? 

Let’s look at seven key performance indicators that will help you assess how your agency 
is doing in critical areas. Then discover tips to improve performance in each of these areas 
to speed applications and make faster decisions to enhance the constituent experience.

 

AVERAGE APPLICATION TIME
This benchmark varies within the government sector (a comprehensive public assistance 
application likely takes longer than a simple business application), but assessing where you 
are today is key to creating a better constituent experience for tomorrow. 

What’s the average time to approve a new application at your agency?

How many applications are in your backlog?

STEP 1: 
ACCELERATE APPLICATION 
APPROVAL TIMES 
The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services 
(CMS) recently announced they were able to 
reduce their processing backlog by 15 percent. 

Imagine being one of those individuals waiting in 
that backlog.

Now imagine moving to the front of the 
processing line and having your application 
resolved in days, rather than months or years. 
One of the simplest ways you can delight 
constituents is to get them an answer faster. 
Industry experts say governments that get 
serious about improving the citizen experience 
find that their efforts improve people’s trust, 
the efficacy of legislation, public engagement 
and the effectiveness of government offices.

But how can you possibly catch up in an 
understaffed agency already dealing with mounds 
of paperwork and a backlog of requests, let alone 
get ahead of the endless and growing stream of 
applications — all while maintaining the quality 
standards you want to be known for?
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MAKE APPLICATIONS EASY FOR YOUR CUSTOMERS
The root of lengthy application approval problems is usually found in legacy systems that still require manual intervention and paper-based 
interactions. While it may not be possible to  completely get rid of paper — especially when it comes to serving six generations of government 
constituents via their preferred methods of communication — there’s still plenty of room for improving paper-based processes on the back end, even 
if you accept paper on the front end.

Reduce program application approval times by:

1. Eliminating disconnected, manual processes in favor of integrated, automated processes

2. Offering constituents their choice of application channels

3. Providing constituents transparency throughout the process

 PUT YOURSELF IN YOUR CONSTITUENT’S SHOES

Walk that proverbial mile in a typical program applicant’s shoes and go through the process yourself. You’ll be able to document and prioritize 
plenty of areas in which the process seems slow, cumbersome or confusing. Consider ways to make it easier for applicants to exit the process from 
one channel and enter another, picking up where they left off.

 AUTOMATE AND INTEGRATE

Behind the scenes, the biggest impact you can make on shortening program application times is moving to automated processes. This move requires 
some up-front work of documenting current processes in order to implement process automation, but the resulting time savings for employees 
and shorter application processing times for customers are undeniable. For best results, your automated processes should leverage an integrated 
platform instead of multiple, disparate systems. Look for a solution that enables intelligent classification, validation and verification of unstructured 
documents — such as driver licenses, birth certificates or divorce decrees — for faster application reviews and eligibility determinations.  

 REMEMBER: TRANSPARENCY IS THE NEW BLACK

Multichannel access to application status and timely, relevant updates are must-haves for applicants who are accustomed to full transparency in 
other digital experiences.
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AVERAGE INTERNAL PROCESSING COST
As with average application time, processing costs for new constituent 
applications vary widely among agencies with a wide range of digital 
processing capabilities. 

What’s the average cost for your organization to process a 
new application?

AVERAGE RATE OF PROGRAM CHURN
It can cost four times more to process a new application versus 
recertifying an enrollee. That’s why churn, or the failure of an applicant to 
recertify, can put an unnecessary, heavy cost burden on your agency. 

On average, what percentage of enrolled program 
participants fail to recertify on time?

STEPS 2 AND 3: 
REDUCE COSTS OF PROCESSING AND  
PROGRAM CHURN 
While processing costs vary from agency to agency, depending on the 
complexity of the application and the agency’s digital and automated 
processing capabilities, there’s no doubt that reducing these costs can 
make a big impact in an era of declining tax revenues, budget cuts and 
the “do more with less” mantra.

First, let’s look at reducing the costs of processing new applications. 
Manual application processing can cost significantly more than 
automated systems, and the issue is often technology-related. Although 
some agencies maintain well-functioning legacy systems, most systems 
tend to be inefficient, inflexible and expensive to support. Government 
CIOs say lack of funding is the top obstacle to modernization and 
innovation followed by workforce skills and time.iv

The second big cost driver in applications is program churn, or the 
failure for a qualified applicant to recertify within the required time 
frame. A new application can cost more than four times more to process 
than a recertification, putting an unnecessary cost burden on your 
agency. What percentage of program churn did you calculate for your 
agency on page 6?

57%

30%

of respondents in a recent survey say their 
systems are becoming legacy after just five years.

deem a system legacy when it is past its refresh 
date or can’t keep up with user demands.v

More importantly, nearly

iv v Accenture and NASCIO, Report on Innovation and the Role of CIOS, 2020
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PAPERLESS APPLICATION 
PROCESSING COSTS LESS
Reducing internal processing costs begins with digitizing your paper-based processes. While 
you may continue to provide paper-based application forms for your customers to fill out for 
their convenience, you can reduce the cost of processing those paper applications by providing:

 � A single platform that flexes to meet new requirements without disrupting customer transactions

 � Multichannel onboarding capability (especially mobile) that provides easy program enrollment

 � Application transparency that reduces the need for support calls and office visits

On the churn side, a content services platform can enable you to set up automatic notifications 
to send to program enrollees when they’re due to recertify, reducing manual efforts and 
concerns that some constituents will fail to re-enroll and fall through the cracks.

Reducing churn can result in significant cost savings as well. In public assistance agencies, for 
example, processing a new application can cost up to four times what it costs to process a 
renewal application. Over the course of a year, those small per-application costs can add up to a 
large amount of the budget.

“With around 40 percent of citizens 
remaining unsatisfied with digital government 

and clear evidence that digital services are 
generally well-received when implemented, 
the public sector must continue expanding 
the scope and increasing the quality of its 

digital capabilities.” vi

OF CITIZENS

AROUND

40%

vi Accenture, Digital Government Services Report, 2017
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HOW DO CONSTITUENTS START THE APPLICATION PROCESS?
Governments must serve a wide variety of constituents with varying communication 
preferences. Primary channels include computer, mobile phone, in-person, 
telephone, and mail.

 

Mark the channel(s) your constituents use most to begin the application process.

               

STEP 4: 
LET CONSTITUENTS CHOOSE 
THEIR CHANNEL 
Increasingly, constituents expect the same 
technological convenience in their interactions 
with the government that they expect from 
private sector transactions. They want you to 
make it easy for them to engage, using any 
channel or device, in the ways they prefer.

This challenge is magnified in the public sector, where 
your mission is to serve all. Government agencies 
should seek to offer multiple channels to serve 
constituents when and how they prefer — from those 
who are more comfortable with paper applications 
and in-person meetings to digital natives who 
demand the convenience of their smartphones.

Citizens expect to interact with government online:

60% prefer to communicate digitally

19% prefer to make a phone call

14% prefer face-to-face visits

7% prefer traditional mailvii

No matter what the channel mix may be, a seamless 
application process is the goal. That means 
giving constituents the flexibility to set aside their 
application process in one channel and subsequently 
pick up where they left off in another channel.

vii Governing Institute, e-Government vs. e-Commerce Survey, 2009
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HOW ARE APPLICATIONS PROCESSED INTERNALLY?
Are those most in need prioritized?

Once applications are received, how do they move through to completion?

 

Mark the way most applications are processed at your agency.

               

STEP 5: 
OPTIMIZE BACK-END  
PROCESSES 
Allowing customers to apply from any channel 
can create a logistical nightmare on the back 
end. The legacy systems that run most agencies 
are not designed to meet customer demands for 
engagement and timely response. Implementing 
electronic forms or converting paper forms to 
PDF is just a first step in a seamless, transparent 
application process.

The back-end optimization process should be 
holistic, beginning with stakeholder buy-in to 
the vision of seamless application automation. 
Those stakeholders can function as the internal 
support team who will enable the implementation 
of a plan to transform the way you process 
applications and serve constituents.
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DEVELOPING A PLAN

 SEEK INTERNAL SUPPORT

Identify individuals within your agency who have the capability, time and talent to help you develop and implement a plan. Make sure to include management 
from relevant areas on your application automation team, as well as front-line workers most familiar with the day-to-day issues.

 MAP YOUR INTERNAL PROCESSING CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

Whether your biggest issue is a backlog due to manual processing or legacy systems heavily weighted towards maintenance rather than 
modernization, understanding the issues that prevent you from providing a seamless application experience is the first step. Leverage your team to 
help you trace where the biggest problems tend to occur.  

 ASK AGENCY LEADERSHIP THESE QUESTIONS

1.  What innovations to the application process would be helpful to our agency?

2.  How can our agency optimize our service level or constituent reach?

3.  Where does our agency need more visibility and advanced warning of service level risks?

 CONSIDER A SHARED SERVICES APPROACH

Review solutions across the agency to assess how well they are working, and whether they can (or should) be simplified, replaced or streamlined with 
a shared services model. 

 PARTNER WITH THE RIGHT SOLUTION

It’s important to select an experienced partner with a proven track record. A content services platform with low-code application development 
capabilities can reduce implementation time and complexity. Tools such as intelligent capture, workflow and automated notifications can significantly 
improve agency operations — without having to overhaul your existing infrastructure.
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INTERNAL BOTTLENECKS?
People, processes, underlying systems and missing or 
unavailable data cause bottlenecks. 

Prioritize who or what causes bottlenecks 
in your agency, with 1 being the most likely 
cause and 4 being the least likely cause.

   People

   Processes

   System

   Data

   Don't know

STEP 6: 
IDENTIFY AND ELIMINATE INTERNAL BOTTLENECKS 
Many agencies don’t have visibility into where bottlenecks exist or what’s causing them. 
Without full visibility, you can’t see the gaps in your application process. Leading enterprise 
information platforms help you pinpoint processes and tasks that need to be streamlined.

Most organizations have grown their systems around what’s most efficient, inexpensive, 
or convenient internally, but with citizen demand driving the digital transformation in 
government, agencies should consider moving their focus from internal to external.

HOW TO SOLVE BOTTLENECKS

Though it may be tempting to put the application process as an important priority, but 
not urgent, this would be a mistake. A bad experience can permanently erode trust and 
confidence in government and its leaders. 

Look at the following areas to identify and isolate where bottlenecks are slowing down 
application processing and eligibility determination and the ability to make fast decisions. 

 � People: To eliminate a bottleneck caused by people, review each person’s role and 
responsibilities. Meet as a group to learn where the process gaps are and get the team to 
agree on specific changes that need to be made to correct the problem.

 � Processes: To gain a fresh perspective, view the entire process from the outside-
in, starting and ending with the constituent experience. You’ll quickly gain first-hand 
experience in the limitations of existing processes and get fresh ideas on how they could 
be improved.

 � System: Implement a flexible, scalable IT platform that supports more than just 
application capture and content management, but the entire workflow and process 
around these applications, including seamless integration to your legacy systems. 
Systems stay in sync and you can customize the user experience to keep up with 
customer expectations.

 � Data: Avoid housing information in separate, siloed systems so you don’t end up 
with different versions of the same document. Consider creating a single, centralized 
repository to store applicant data and let everyone know this is the single, reliable source.
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STEP 7: 
LEVERAGE AUTOMATION TO BETTER SERVE 
CONSTITUENTS MOST IN NEED 
Fifty-eight percent of respondents in a government survey said they 
are still using paper for constituent-facing processes.viii But a majority 
of applications are routine and can easily be automated to improve 
efficiencies and enhance constituent engagement. 

Here’s a typical workflow for a routine application:

1. A paper application is received and electronically scanned.

2. The system extracts data from specific fields in the application and 
automatically verifies the applicant’s address.

3. A case manager receives an email notification of the application, 
and as all information has been automatically validated, the case 
manager can simply click a button to approve the application.

4. The applicant receives an auto-generated email that their 
application has been approved, and a year later, another auto-
generated email reminds them that it’s time to renew.

A content services platform frees up critical time and resources 
for more complex applications as well as allows staff to focus on 
constituents who may need extra time and support from your agency. 

Ask yourself:

 � Which group or groups of constituents are most in need of our 
services?

 � If we automated most routine applications, what resources would 
be freed up to serve those who are most in need on a deeper 
understanding or support?

PAPER-BASED PROCESSES VERSUS AUTOMATION
Outdated paper, email and spreadsheet-based processes create 
enormous processing delays that lead to backlogs and unhappy 
constituents.

 

To what degree is your agency still fully reliant on paper for 
processing applications versus some degree of automation?

 
        

viii IDC, Global Survey, 2016
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MEASURING KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Understanding what drives your program delivery engine is key 
to improving both the constituent experience and back-end 
processes. 

On a scale of 1-10 (with 10 being the highest), how 
would you rate your organization in its ability to 
assess key performance indicators like constituent 
satisfaction, processing times, backlogs and re-
enrollment rates?

STEP 8: 
MEASURE AND OPTIMIZE KEY  
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 
Critical measurements of program success include application 
completion, constituent satisfaction, processing times, application 
backlogs and re-enrollment rates. Streamlining the application process 
can improve completion rates, as well as provide other insights into 
constituent satisfaction. 

Comparing your digital services to those of the private sector can also 
help your agency determine how to close the gap in the constituent 
experience. To measure and monitor your application process, you need 
a platform that provides information not only about past performance 
but also about current processes and how to improve them. 

Look for:

 � Customizable dashboards that provide metrics on critical key 
performance indicators like application processing times, backlogs 
and bottlenecks

 � Reporting and analytics that are tailored to facilitate faster, more 
informed decision making

In a Deloitte survey, 68 percent of public sector agencies rated 
themselves “far behind, behind, or about the same” as other public 
sector agencies. In contrast, 89 percent of respondents felt “far behind, 
behind, or about the same” as private sector organizations.ix

viii IDeloitte University Press, The Journey to Government’s Digital Transformation, 2015
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SEE IT IN ACTION

HOUSING AUTHORITY OF ALAMEDA COUNTY
DEPARTMENT 
Housing Authority of Alameda County

SIZE 
1.5M+ citizens

LOCATION 
California

Housing authorities are accustomed to balancing the needs of two very different groups. First, these agencies must 
meet the needs of the citizens they serve. Second, they must also satisfy the demands of funding agencies that 
require more reporting and transparency.

The Housing Authority of Alameda County (HACA) is no different.

Paper was drowning HACA’s Bay Area offices. In fact, the agency had so much paper they didn’t have room to put it 
all away. At least 20 percent of documents were stored on staff members’ desks. With so much paper, it was difficult 
to efficiently conduct re-examinations to determine tenant eligibility. Even preparing for annual HUD and accounting 
audits was frustrating, as they took staff away from regular responsibilities.

And, it was nearly impossible to keep confidential documents secure.

When HUD further tightened tenant confidentiality requirements, HACA leaders knew they couldn’t wait any longer 
to tackle their paper problems. Leaders knew they wanted more than just document imaging; the agency needed a 
workflow solution, too, to help automate processes. An RFP process led HACA to Hyland.

By implementing OnBase, HACA was able to: 

 � Automatically create one custom packet of re-eligibility forms instead of a generic packet that required review 
and then a second packet

 � Track all documents sent and returned from the tenant to ensure families didn’t fall through the cracks

 � Increase productivity by decreasing the time to prepare the packets from a week to just a few hours

 � Cut legwork and time for audits while protecting sensitive tenant information with a secure, online content repository

“We needed to find a 
way to shorten the cycle 
of mailing the packets 
back and forth. The 
re-exam solution from 
OnBase has made us 
more productive. It used 
to take two or three 
people working for a 
week every month to 
just prepare the packets. 
Now we have it finished 
in a few hours.” 

– Jim McRoberts, IT Manager
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SEE IT IN ACTION

VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES
DEPARTMENT 
Virginia Department of Motor Vehicles

SIZE 
6 million licensed drivers

LOCATION 
Virginia

The Virginia DMV was microfilming between eight and 10 million licensing, titling and other documents annually. 
They were looking for a solution that would enable them to scan work directly into their system from 73 
customer service centers, 35 DMV Selects and 1,106 online dealer centers rather than having the documents 
shipped to their headquarters.

After evaluating a number of solutions, the Virginia DMV chose OnBase, Hyland’s content services platform. 
The platform centralized scanning of title applications, driver license applications, conviction reports, accident 
reports and other documents received from their customer service centers, DMV Selects and online dealer 
centers. In addition to scanned documents, the DMV also uses OnBase to store copies generated in two legacy 
systems, without manual intervention.

The technology significantly improved response times and security while decreasing costs.  The Virginia DMV 
automated their required record retention rules, eliminated the backlog of work and are now able to process 
higher-than-anticipated document volumes without compromising performance.

“Without leaving their 
desks, they can retrieve 
and print documents 
and, unlike microfilm, the 
documents are always 
legible. Not only will 
this help us reach our 
customer service goals, 
but we expect savings 
in shipping alone during 
the first year of Phase 3 
to total approximately 
$500,000.” 

One executive noted:
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TAKE THE NEXT STEP
Do you have a clear picture now of how well your current application process is working—as 
well as a vision of how you can automate and digitize processes to better serve constituents 
and improve internal operations? 

In an NASCIO and Accenture survey of government agencies, respondents stated the 
following benefits from digital transformation and modernization:

33%   Improved efficiencies and reduced costs

28%   Higher levels of customer service/improved citizen experience

14%   Reduced time to deliver new services

10%   Greater transparencyx

Armed with a vision and plan, your agency can realize these benefits and start the 
constituent relationship off on the right foot during the application process, increasing citizen 
satisfaction and their trust and confidence in government for the long-term.

x Accenture and NASCIO, Report on Innovation and the Role of CIOs, 2020
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